Abstract. Navigation and application functionality of mobile robots rely on their collision-avoiding capabilities, also known as local navigation. We present the mobile robot ARTOS (Autonomous Robot for Transport and Service) that is particularly designed to operate in living environments and therefore faces the problem of fuzzy and unstructured obstacles. The local navigation architecture is motivated regarding decisions on sensor hardware setup as well as the software layers that support and influence navigation control.
Introduction
The mobile robot ARTOS is a base platform for mobile services in assisted living environments. Beneath simple transport tasks, the system is envisioned to facilitate multiple multimedia applications such as remote human interaction or emergency monitoring. ARTOS shall act and react as mobile sensor and actor agent for the intelligent living environment. Systems like laser range finder and ultrasonic sensors have been used for some time now [1] . Unlike many robots, the range finding sensors on ARTOS cover the whole motion area. The system concept for obstacle avoidance regarding hardware and software setup is the main topic of this work. The combination of sensor systems with overlapping detection areas supports high detection safety. The sensor abstraction, which uses so-called sector maps, offers additional possibilities for sensor fusion. We motivate our approach according to state of the art systems and show the advantages of our setup. Beginning with a motivation of the various sensor hardware, we lead over to the sensor data abstraction that is done within a sector map representation.
System Design
The physical shape of ARTOS has been designed for application in living environments, see Tab. 1. The chassis was kept as small as possible so ARTOS can easily pass doors and find its way through small passages between pieces of furniture.
Mechatronic Components
ARTOS possesses a tilting mechanism which ensures that the drive wheels and at least one coaster wheel are always on the ground. This mechanism consists of a pivot-mounted plate to which the centered components are attached. The system uses a low-power PC for task management, and high-level control, see Tab. 2. This has been implemented using the Modular Controller Architecture (MCA), a framework for robot control systems, which is closer described in [2] and [3] . Drive instructions are passed over CAN-Bus to the signal processors that control the motor speed. In Fig. 1 one can see ARTOS in an environment, populated with real-life obstacles. The following artefacts have to be considered critical for mobile robot navigation and thus have to be detected accurately.
-static obstacles like walls -quasi-static obstacles like heavy furniture which stays in the same place for a long period of time -dynamic obstacles like doors, small objects, humans and pets
The Range Finding Hardware
The different detection areas of the sensors are shown in Fig. 2 while some characteristics of the sensors are shown in Tab. 3. For planar view in forward direction we use the Hokuyo URG-04LX. Especially its small size but also low weight, low energy consumption and reasonable precision make it perfectly suitable for our cause. Best measurement results are returned with light reflecting objects. Two belts of seven ultrasonic sensors each are mounted under the cover, in front and rear direction. Especially for higher obstacles in close proximity, the ultrasonic system provides suitable detection quality, especially with solid objects with good reflecting characteristics. Problems occur with objects that dampen sound waves like pillows and curtains. For detecting negative obstacles like stairheads, four infrared sensors (Sharp GP2D12) are attached to the bottom of ARTOS. Two tactile sensors are placed at front and back to detect collisions. Table 3 . Overview of the sensor systems mounted on ARTOS.
Control Software for local Navigation
Distances measured by the sensor hardware are stored in data structures called sector maps. These sector maps are accessed by software behaviors that influence the robot's trajectory by slowing down or changing direction (see Fig. 3 ).
The Sector Map Representation
Each sector map can be seen as a virtual sensor. A sector is a part of the detection area of this virtual sensor. Each virtual sensor can be described and configured in a configuration file. Hence, the pose and the number of sectors and their attributes are generic. In case of the laser range finder the virtual sensor subtracts the distance between the sensor and the shape of the robot from the real measurement. In this way, the sector distances are the distances between the robot and the obstacle. The shape of the robot is also stored in the configuration file. Both groups of ultrasonic sensors are merged to one virtual sensor each. Each ultrasonic sensor contributes to a single sector of the ultrasonic sector map. Also the position and range information of the sectors is explicitly stored in the map. The angular detection area of the laser range finder is split into sectors of approx. 20
Safety
• . One significant distance per sector is chosen as a representative of the nearest detected obstacle in this sector as there are more scan points than sectors. In case of the robot ARTOS, the laser range finder is defined as a virtual sensor with eleven equidistant sectors.
The Behaviour-Based Anti-Collision System
The next level of robot control uses the data in the sector map as primary sensor input. The collision avoidance system that follows a behaviour-based approach is explained in the next section. So it is possible to combine a group of ultrasonic sensors to one virtual distance sensor.
Following the approach of [4] , a net of hierarchically organised behaviours influences the robot's trajectory whenever it comes too close to an obstacles [5] . The system consists of three types of safety behaviours which monitor different parts of the sector maps described in the previous section.
Anti-Collision monitors the sectors in front of the robot and reduces speed depending on the distance to the nearest obstacle.
Keep Distance Rotatory considers lateral sectors and avoids collisions between obstacles and the sides of the robot. Driving a curve or turning in place near an obstacle could also lead to a collision, as the robot has an oblong shape. The behavior inhibits the rotational movement towards the obstacle and initiates a rotation in the opposite direction.
Evasion turns the robot away from obstacles right in front of it. This is necessary as Anti-Collision would keep the robot from moving ahead and Keep Distance Rotatory would not turn as there is nothing in one of its monitored sectors.
Emergency Stop is another safety behaviour, but far simpler than the three main safety behaviours. It monitors the two bumpers and the four IR-sensors and exerts an inhibitory influence on the motion of the robot if sensor values enter a critical range. Table 4 shows the distance values at which the main safety behaviours are fully activated or not activated at all, respectively. These values build the thresholds for the calculation of the strength of a safety behaviour's response to an obstacle at a distance d. Different kinds of functions are used therefor. One of them is given exemplarily in equation (1). Table 4 . Distance values for full and no activation of the main safety behaviours.
To make the anti-collision system easily extendable, a group of safety behaviours monitors only one sector map. For a new sensor system, which is represented by its sector map, one has to create a new instance of a safety behaviour and add it to the correct group. Additionally, different instances of the behaviours are created for different areas (front, back, left, right) around the robot. For example, there are two instances of Keep Distance Rotatory monitoring the left and right lateral areas of the sector map of the laser scanner.
Tests and Results
In this work we presented an architectural approach that starts at the wellselected set of sensor systems. We described the robot ARTOS and its hierarchical setup with data abstraction and behaviour-based collision prevention. Fig. 4 shows the activation of several safety behaviours while the robot comes close to an obstacle. The laser scanner that shows in forward direction influences the behaviour-based collision-avoidance to induce safe sidestepping. If obstacles come too close to the front or the sides of the system, speed is reduced to a reasonable amount according to the metric distance. Special behaviours for ambiguous situations are implemented that force a decision, for example when an obstacle is right in front of the robot. Our sector map is a powerful instrument for generic data abstraction of distance information. On one side the complexity of data is reduced, which allows clear decisions, on the other hand the important data regarding obstacle representatives in key areas is kept so that no information remains unconsidered.
Future work will consider the need for high-level navigational behaviours and action-selection components. The sensor systems will be extended for applications where the robot carries high-profile structures or goods. • .
